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ENDOGENOUS TECHNOLOGY
 
AND THE MEASUREMENT
 
OF PRODUCTIViTY*
 

YAIR MUNDLAK 

In rnacraeconeiinic analysis, the technology of til economy is sum
marized by a production funcoin:3. Yet the production function, strictly
speaking, is a micr:)economic concept. It has a relatively clear meaning
when it specifies a well-defined process, such as the production of a crop
utnder well-defined "':,ditions.mit there ars many crops an( environ
mental conditions. Conscqtuently, wc obs_.rve many production func
lions in agricuh' 're. In order to explii ate the meaning of the agric:ltural 
production function, we must first consider the isstle of aggregation, a
subje-ct that has been di cussed at length in the literature. The problem of 
aggregation in agriculture differs from tile comnon aggregation prob
lem, however, in that the set of aggrega,tcd functions is endogenous to 
the economic system. 

The question raised here is howv to represent andimeasure technology 
of a sector (or any other leve! of economic activity) when output is 
produced by using more than one teconique. The chapter is divided into 
six parts. We begin by presenting the conceptual framework. In the 
sections that follow, we develop the aggregate production function 
relevant for empirical analyss: e:,armine the issue of estimation; study
the endogeneity of technology; and examine the state variables relevant 
for empirical analysis. Finally, some implications for future research are 
identified. 

THE CHOICE OF A TECHNIQUE 

Each technique can be described by a production function, which is 
associated with an input requirement set. Technology (T) is defined as 
the collection of all poisible techniques. In symbols, 

T = {(x)} (hl.-I ) 

* This papcr draws on MNiti dlak ( '183). 
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where I(xl is the production function associated with thejth technique.
The technology defines an input requirenent set obtained by convexi
fication of tile input requirement sets of the individual techniques.

These coticents are illustrated in figure II - I, where the technology
COIlsts of two production uhnctions, represented by their unit iso
quanits. The input requirement set of each technique is bounded frombelow,, by its isoqu ant. The inrpul 'rquiremerit set associated with T
contai,is all ite Convcx Combinations of the Individual input require
nient set. To obtain it, we note that there exists a cost line with a slope JU
that is tangenl to both isoqItuts, l.et Ihe inpu s be capital (K) and labor 
(I,), then corespondinig to J) Ve have ihreshold capital-labor ratios 
k,= k,(a,), j - 1, 2 determined by the tangency of the cost line arid the 
two isoquants. let be thIe overall capital-labor latio. Then fork -_k 2 theisoquant associated with TIN identical with Y- 1 S

it is identical w ith Y- -I. For k , --_k ,tQ, it is 
 bymiaenthe seg rent IN 

along :le tangent line. ,
 

A technological ch,nge is delimed witiin this framework 
as a change
in tie technology T. The main objective of etipirical analysis is to infer
 
something about lhe techlnology from 
 tile daa. The data can reveal 
intformation only amnt techniques that were actually implemented. For
 
instantc, if the two wclnii us 
 described ill figure I- I represent two

varieties of wheat-- I r'lireseltilug the traditional technique and Y.2
 
representi ng the no0dCeri technique--it 
 is clear that when the capital
labor ratio inl lie economy is below the threshold level (k1 ), then only the
traditional variety will be employed, even though the modern variety is 
available. The data in this case do not reveal amy information about the
modern variety. We thus make a distinction between technology (T) and
implemented technology (IT), whii'h consis.s only of techniques 
actually implelented. 

The choice of technique is made at the firm level. To simplify the 
analysis, we deal with a single-period optimizalion and single-output 
production functions. We distinguish between fixed (1) and variable (v) 

The cOlcept of cd Illiqu , is veL)' general Tteth iquc% a'ilibe associated with products.The assumnption~Iiadc al sine, point ini ite flre'goilg ailysis, itii the various techniques 
produce lie sameItlrodut I cainover ile mltiiprodtc case by Ltefinilhg tile oulput by itsvalue. T Iu%, Ithe iSOlinldil Of figure I I - I will reprcsenm on dollar's wo,-ti of output.
Moving from filliis Io !ic indL.try. irilnm ticitiselvtN can he retl tllie t by techtniques. Tiis 
will reqhliru all X ChsiIiltI ( f lIt' optilnviaiohh tralelolrk iy ilkludilg hi liet coiltraints a
variable speifit t ho Ihlt IIOi ll(] iiltod cillg alterniative cols f:r hte fixed rescurces. Then,
if the optlillit'al li is solved by the miarketl ite e it a id tili/ of fir s will b--one aspect

ilte choic' ot tdthlliques. l tlihe 

of

of t'siC%(If uh I chokt oil lLI I tie aggregate production 

fm tlioli flllV%tie palitrlt dtevolil ,llove. 
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FIGURE I1-1. Choice of technique 

inputs and assume for simplicity that the fixed inputs have no alternative 
cost. The optimlzation problem can then be described as maximizing 

L b) - +Xb- b(11-2) 

such that f,()eT, where p, is the price of the product of techniquej; w is 
the vector of factor prices; ind b is die constraint on Ybj.' The Kuhn-
Tucker necessary conditions for a solution are 

l.,= pj,- wO (11-4) 
Lh., p, 4j, - X <--0 (1 1-4 ) 

L,tv,+ L,b,) =0 (11-5) 

vj 0 b, o (11-6) 

L, = Xbj - b -0 (11-7) 

Lx = 0 (11-8) 

'A similar fonnulation is used by Glenn Johnson (19721. His formulation also includes 
salvage values for the constraints. This addition isnot essential for the present discussion. 
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where L,,, i,, Lb, J, and LA are vectors of the first partial derivatives. 
The solution gives 

v7 (S), b'* (s), X*(s) 

where s represents the exogcnous variables of this problem, to be 
referred to as the stale variables 

s = (b, p, v, T) 

The solution thus depends ol the available technology T, on the
constraint b, and on the products and variable input prices. The solution 
determines both the techniques used and the level of their use, as deter
mined by the optinal allocation of fixed inputs b* and variable inputs
V, .) This can be seen by rearranging equations (11-3) through (11-5) 

0 = >. (p, 1,, - w~t)v; -t (P)' J';, - X)b, 
1 1 

Due to equation ( 1-6), when either equation (11-3) or equation (11-4)
is negative, then v* = 0 and b* = 0. The implemented technology is 
the collection of all implemented techniques and it can be described 
formally by 

IT(b,p, w, T) = {if v1 , b,)jIl;(vi , ,7 ) 4 0, I-,ET} (11-9) 

The optimal output of technique j is y,* = 1(*b). The implemented
technology, IT, is a subset of T. As such, the envelope of IT is in general
not the same as of T. Thethe envelope difference, of course, is due 
to the constraints encountered by the firm. Pit differently, when the
 
constraints are binding a constrained optimum is inferior to an uncon
strained one. 

For any set of state variables, equation (1 1-9) describes a well-behaved 
technology. Consequently, a profit function call be derived: 

7T(S) = 1(v 7 (s)) - Xwt t'1 (s)hp, (s), 1,

The various theot ems dealing with the duality between the profit func
tion and the production function hold true conditional on v. Specifically, 

The number of implemented techniques is related to the number of constraints, or thedimensionality of b. This is a familiar property in linear models. However, in this fonnu
latin no limit is set on the number of state variables except that it is finite. 
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IT(s) is dual to 7T(s) and vice versa.4 Using Hotelling's lemma, it is 
possible to derive factor demand at the technique level, v*(s), by 

aIr(s) 
(5)
aw 

The aggregate input demands are v*(s) l.v* (s) and b* (s) == 
 Yb* (s). Sim
ilarly, the supply of output of techniquej is given by 

alt(s)y,(S) o
 

and the aggregate value supply is given by 

y* (s) > ., , 1 ' (s) 

AGGREGATION OVER TECHNIQUES 

From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that for any given value of the 
state variables, the techniques to be implemented and the intensity of 
their implementation-as determined by the endogenous quantities, 
that is, inputs and outputs, associated with those techniques-are 
determined simultaneously. The crux of the analysis stems from the fact 
that at any point more than one technique is used.
 

Ther data are penerally aggregate in the sense that there is 
no differ
entiation of inputs and outputs by techniques. It is therefore important
 
to examine the relationships between aggregate output and aggregate
 
input. To simplify the discussion, it can be assumed that all the tech
niques produce the same product. Let x represent the vector of inputs,

' 
and x = x(s) its optimal level. Then total optimal output is given by 

F(x*,s) = y7(s) (11-t0)
 

It should be noted that the production function (11-10) is defined 
conditional on s. Variations in s cause a joint change in x* as well as in 

itis important to note that the exploitation of this property in empirical analysis is
restricted by the fact that s varies over the sample. Thus, strictly speaking, each point in
the sample come. from a different profit function, which in turn describes a different 
technology. 

4
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F(x*,s). This is the main difference between the present approach and 
conventional analysis. In the latter, changes in prices generate a spread
of points 0oi a given prodhction function and as such are important for 
idlentifyilng the function. Under approach, changes inprices generatemr 
not only changes in inptils and outputs but a different set of 
implemented functions as well. 

The aggregate prodU ction fUnction Call then be thought of as an 
approximation to equation (II - a specific way. For10) in equation 
(II -10) to be a production fuuctio, ..* slhould be disconnected from s. 
This can be dlhne by allowing for a discrepancy belween observed (x) and 
optimal (x*) inputs; we i'allexpress tile observd output as 

.3F(x.s) 
 (Il-Il) 

Strictly speaking, F(x, s)need not be a funt ion, as x can be allocated 
to the various techniquues in al arbitrary way. Only when we have an 
allocation rile leading to .,*can uniqueness be achieved. However, 
holding s constant, the implemented tecthnology is determined. Conse
quently, the differcince bet'lveetn x and .x"produces information on that 
lechnology. This provides a key io the identification and estimatioll of 
lie aggregate prodiu tion hictiol. 

Folhosing Fus, McFadhetn, and Mu ndlak (1978), F(x,s) becan 
apprximatcd, tw,,inga weak asumiption, by a set of functions: 

i(x, s)- 1 , Sx.q (V,+) (i 1-12) 

wherc (.x,s)is tlie approximating function; a, are parameters; and h,are 
known functions. Fxpanding F(x,s)about x*aiAt omitting the argument 
(x*, s) wherever ambiguity does not result, wc set 

a( = F(x*, s), ho = l; 
a, = VF(x*,s) is the gradient of F(x*. s); 
tl= (x - x*) is the discrepancy between the optitial and actual vector 

of inputs; and 
2a, = V2 F(x*, s) is the Htessian matrix of F evaluated at x*. 

It then follows that 

g (x, s) = P.,*,s) + (x -x*)'VF(x*. s) 

+(2+ X-X*)'IV2 F (x*,s)(x _x*) 
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Rearranging terms, 

g (x, s) = F(x*, s) + x'B (x*, x,s) 	 (11-14) 

where 

2 	 (11-15)r(*,s) =F(x*,s)-x*'VF(x*,s)+x*' 

V2 F(x*s) 

B(x*,xs) = VF(x*,s) - V2 F(x*,s)x* 4-- x 

V2 _ 	 (x, s) (x*,s)
Ox 2 2 x (11-16) 

If the variables are originally in logs, then equation (11-14) has the 
form of a Cobb-Douglas function, with one major difference: the coeffi
cients are functions and not constants. This, of course, is the main 
feature of the present approach. As x* changes, so do I' and B. Variations 
in the state variables affect I' and B directly as well as through their effect 
on x*. In turn variations in x* affect the input-output combinations. If 
this model is an accurate description, a Constant coefficient production 
function would fail to explain all sources of variation in productivity.
 
Such variation in productivity would be incorrectly interpreted ranas 
dom by the researcher who fails to take account of the state variables 
that determine the implemented technology. 

Failure to account for endogenous technology can lead to difficulties 
in the estimation of prodtlction functions. Consider the efficiency fron
tier approach, which involves the estimation of the production function 
under the assumption that the function is indeed an envelope.' The 
results derived above show that this objective cannot be achieved. At 
best, it is possible to estimate tile envelope of the implemented technol
ogy and not of the technology. But that envelope varies with the state 
variables, and the question then is, what is the meaning of estimating an 
envelope ignoring such variations. 

Equation ( 11- 14) indicates that the coefficients can vary either with 
variations in the state variables-as reflected by x*---or with x. The 
literature on production functions deals with the latter. For instance, 
the translog production function (Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau, 
1973) can be derived from equation (11-14) by setting x* to be identi
cally zero. Thus, although B(O,x) is not a constant, it is invariant to 
variations in the state variables that affect the implemented technology 
in that it is implicitly assumed that the observations are generated by a 

' For discussions of this approach, see for instance the Journal of Econometrics. May 1980. 
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well-defined production function, which is not the case. This may ex
plain the frequent failure of empirical analysis to obtain the concavity
consistent with the second-order condition for profit maximization.
Such a faihlre is serious when the first-order conditions are used intheestimation procedure, as is ac'ually the case in such studies. This reflects
the fact that the process of formulation and estimation of productionfunctions has not yet reached a satisfactory stage. One direction of re
search ainied at correcting the situation has been to introduce higher
degree polynomials to approximate the production function. 6 It is truethat sufficiently high degree polynomials will approximate any function 
to a desired degree of accuracy. The fact that aggregate technology is afunction of the state variables, however, raises questions about the use ofhigher polynomial functions to represent production technologies. Thefunction that this met(hod intends to estimate does not exist. In principle,
thc1-e may be as many functions as there are sample points. The key toestimation and interpretation is to take the endogeneity of the technol
ogy into account, as is discussed in the next section. 

IDENTIFICATION AND ESTIMATION 

The key to the estimation ofgq (x, s) as defined by equation (11-12) is thediscrepancy between observed and optimal quantities. Such a discrep
ancy occi;rs at two levels. First is the error made by firms in correctly
determning x*(s). Second is the error of specification arising from thefact that the model simplifies reality; the optimal value consistent withthe model is not necessarily the same as that viewed by the firm. Itshould be noted that it is the existence of a discrepancy that is utilized
here and as such it is independent of its actual distribution. Thus x  x*
 
can be white noise and still help in the identification. 

Thus, the estimation of q(x, s) requires the estimation of E(x*,s) andB(x*,x,s), which are unknown functions in s, an(l the unobserved vari
able x*. 'rhere is no point in trying to determine A* separately from F andB. The procedure is to cotsider F and B as composite functions in s and toexpand functions in terms ofs. Denoting the vector of state variables by s, 
we can then write 

F'(x*, S) iro 4-"fr-S 'T r0 (11-17) 

P(x*,x,s) rr,1 + r( + Q(s, ,' (1-18) 

'See Gdant (1982). 
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The 7Ts represent coefficients: Troris a scalar; 7rrj,iot are vectors; and 
1 2o, Trr are natrices whose orders are obvious from the equations.
Q(s,x) is a quadratic term, not spelled out as it is likely to be omitted as 
explained below. 

Combining equations (11- 17}, (11-18), and (I 1-14) we obtain 

g(XS) m='IT + .S'Tl + S'Tr:, S + ATrj, -1 N'7'r,1 S1 4X' Tr, X (11-19) 

where r, is now decomposed in all obvious way Tril= (Tr,l,,).to 
O(S,.x) is omitted from equatito (11-19), as its multiplication byx' gives 
third-degree terms that are unlikely to be empirically relevant. Such al 
omission simplifies the discussion but does not change it in a substantive 
way. 

Even in its present form, equation ( I 1-19) contains potentially too 
many terms. Its direct estimation is thus likely to yield imprecise results. 
The number of variables call be reduced by using principal component 
techniques. This procedure was followed by Mundlak and tlelling
hausen (1982) in ip)lying some of these concepts to cross-country 
analysis of agricultial productivity. 

Additional information on the first derivatives can be derived from the 
factor sha, es. Let ,q and x represent logs of output and inputs, respec
tively, and let 0 be the vector of factor shares. Then under equilibrium 

kg (x, s) 
ox = (11-20) 

Differentiating equation (11-19) and using equation (11-20), we can
write 

0= "trot+ 'rrx (11-21) 

Using equation ( 11-18) without Q(s,x), 

B = 0 - "n.x (11-22) 

We can then write the production fiction as 

y = I'+ x'(0 - T,Ix) (11-23) 

The system to be estimated consists of equations (11-23), (11-21), 
and (1 1-17). Adding errot terms to these equations, the system can be 
estimated by any system method, such FIMLas or one of its approxi
mations. 
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The dependence of 0 ol x indicates that tile production technology 
exhibits a varying elasticity of substitulion. The variation of I) with ! 
indicates that different techniques may have different factor shares, that 
is, the techniques may vary in their factor intensity. Empirically, the 
variations of the state variables may explain to a large degree the vari
ations in factor shares. 

Equation ( 1 1-21 ) was obtained subject to the equilibrium condition in 
equation ( I1-20). This condition can be modified to allow for distortion 
in the factor market. This can be done by adding a term s 'ttlox to I 

I (x s) -- , 4-s+,, + s 'T.,,S -s4 ,xSo (11-24) 

inwhich cast' a.,( )/ax will differ from 0 by s 'iT,.This allows for system
atic deviations from equilibrimn in the factor market that are related to 
the state variable. Such a distorticOl could be made to depend on other 
variables as well, or even on x itself, fidlowing a similar approach. This 
approach makes it possible to use the informiation conveyed in the factor 
shares vithout imposing the equilibriul conditions. The system to be 
estimated will now consist of equations (11-24), (11-21), and (I1-17). 

ENDOGENEITY ()]TICHINOIOGY 

In what sense is the te linology endogenous? The foregoing discussion 
has shown explicitly that the implemented technology is erndogenous in 
that it depends on the state variables. This is the only aspect of technol
ogy that is actually observed. Like any other observed economic variable, 
it is determined by supply and demand. The supply of new techniques is 
represented by T. Together, T and the remainiig state variables deter
mine the implemented technology. The question is, to what extent is T 
endogenous? The process of generating new techniques is a subject that 
has been studied broadly and is not dealt with here in any comprehen
sive way. One imporiant aspect of it should be brought up explicitly, 
however, because of its important repercussions for oUr analysis. The 
present lri mework facilitates an insight into Ilicks' view of induced 
innovatior.s being labor saving. 

Follos ing Danin and Mund'ak (1979), it can be shown that capital 
accumulation results illtie emp/oynlwnt of capital-intensive techniques 
an(, conversely, that the introduction of capital-intensive techniques 
requires capital accumulation. Turning to figure I 1-I, even if it is avail
abe, technique 2 willinot be used as long as k < k, As the capital-labor 
ratio goes up and passes the threshold level k,, technique 2 will be 
introduced, and its utilization will increase with k. For k > k2 , only 
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technique 2 will be employed. This analysis can be viewed as dealing 
with a given industry, say agriculture, in isolation. It assumes that 
agriculture has two techniques, traditional and modem, and as the 
capital-labor ratio in agriculture increases, the traditional variety will 
lose ground to the modern variety. It cav be shown that the same result 
is obtained within all equilibrium nalysis for the economy as a whole.7 

The implication is that the introduction of capital-intensive techniques is 
subject to capital costraints and consequently the rate of adoption of 
the technique depends on capital accumulation. 

New techniques are generated by firms, private or public, that allocate 
resources to research and development. For a giver, state of science:, a 
choice can generally be made in deterining the research strategy. For 
the purpose of our discussion, the key variable is the capital intensity of 
the new techniques. As we have shown, capital accumulation generates 
demand for capital-intensive techniques. Thus, the producers of tech
niques should aim at the development of capital-intensive, rather than 
labor-intensive, techniques. However, overshooting is counterproduc
tive. Because the rate of implementation depends on the rate of capital 
accumulation, the threshold level of the new techniques .Jmuld not be 
too high or the market for such techniques will be limited. 

In the absence of a new capital-intensive technique, capital accumu
lation increases the c.ipital-labor ratios, thus increasing real wages and 
decreasing the real rer,tal rate on capital. Thus, the owners of capital will 
be interested in investing their capital in techniques that prevent the 
rate of return from faliing. This generates the demand for the capital
intensive techniques. 

For the purpose of simplification, we have dealt with two techniques: 
traditional and modern. The appearance of additional techiques can be 
handled in a similar fashion. One particular case--that of neutral techni
cal change (NTC) in the modern technique-is worthy of examination 
here. As it has been argued that the process of capital accumulation 
generates a demand for capital-intensive techniques, then-other things 
beipg equal-this demand will be realized through the developmcnt of 
the NTC to be implemented on the modern techniques. In a more 
detailed framework, the cost of producing and changing techniques, as 
well as the required research time, should bc introduced. If the required 
time is significant, by the time the research is completed the traditional 
technique ma' no longer be of any importance. Therefore, effort will be 
directed at increasing the productivity of the modem techniques. This 
consideration has a dynamic aspect. With time, the modem techniques 

'See Danin and Mundlak (1979). 
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Capital (K) 

k2Y(0)
 

W0 Labor (L) 

FIGURE 11-2. Neutral technical chane an(I choice of technique 

become traditional and, thetx'fore, have already been worked on so thatthe easy gains may already have been made and additional gains may besubject to increasing cost. Thus, 1)oth from the demand side and thlesupply side, it is likely that the effort of improving an existing technique
will be aimed at the modem techniques.An improvement in the productivity of a technique should increasethe degree of its utilization. In part, this can be illustrated graphically infigure 11-2. The initial techniques are represented by Y1(O) and Y2(O),with threshold values k1 and k2. Neutral technical change in the modem
technique shifts its utnit isoqu ant to
cline accordingly to k2(t) and k1(t). Y2(t) = . The threshold values de-For any value of k, the relative im

portance of the traditional variety declines~A The net effect of this changeis labor saving and thus can be expressed as a decline in the labor share 
on a net basis, we 
at any level of k. This is believed to be the situation in agriculture where,observe labor-saving technical change. From thisdiscGUsson, it emerges that the technology set will be expanding withcapital accumulation. To be sure, capital is viewed here in a cotmprehensive way, in that it includes capital accumulated in research, education,and other tins o human capital. As such, it represents both the supply
and the demand of new techniques. 

wThis can be shown analticallyus ut we omit here the technical details. 
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It is interesting to compare this approach to the introduction of n-w 
techniques with that of Solow's embodied technical change. If tne 
new techniques are embodied in new investment, then the rate of their 
introduction depends on gross rather than on net investment, as is the 
case in the present framework. However, the empirical application of 
this distinction is not immediate. This is discussed in more detail in 
Mundlak (1984). The foregoing diccussjon suggests ,hat net investment 
and depreciation are in luded in the empirical analysis as state variables 
with expected positive effects on productivity. This does not tell the 
whole story, however. A broader framework should also allow for a cost 
of adjustment that increases with investment. This partial effect of in
vestment on otlput due to the coI 10justment is negative. Thus, the 
expected net effect of investmnlent i guous. 

EMPIRICAL IMPLEMINTATION 

The primary goal of empiricai analysis is the identification of tile state 
variables, which can be classified as those representing technology, 
constraints, and prices. 

The technology variables should represent the movement of time frol
tier, or what is commonly understood as technical change. Sometimes 
there are observable indicators of such progress, such as the proporlion 
of the area sowp by high-yielding varieties. Such variables themselves 
are endogenous within the economic system, as discussed below. In 
general, the set of techniques T is a function of the overall stock of capital
in the economy, including the various facets of human capital. The late 
of implementation of the new techniques may also be determined 1)y 
gross investment, although the sign is ambiguous." Per capita GNP can 
be used as a measure of comprehensive capital (Mundlak and lielling
hausen, 1982). Given that this measure is subject to cyclical fluctuation, 
its historical peak values are better indicators of T. 

The technology constraints are easier to identify. In the cross-country
analysis of agricultural productivity, the constraints included the basic 
resource endowment, such as labor and land, as well as measures of 
the physical environment. In the study of Argentina's sectoral growth
(Cavallo and Mundlak, 1982), the constraints also included the share of 
agriculture in total credit, as this share reflected a supervised program. 

'This approach is taken by Coeynams and Mundlak (1983) in the study of sectoral 
growth in Chile. 

'"See MLndlak (1984). 
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It is pos:,ildle to endogenize some of the constraints. Doing so will 
allow the 3tate variables to be determined by the economy. The state 
variables o.ill then determiu_ pzoductivity, which affects the state vari
ables. This is basically the approach that has been followed b. Cavallo 
and Mundlak (1982) in the study of sCctO"al growth in Argentina and by
Coeymans and Mundlak (19831, in the stUdy of sectoral growth '.n Chile. 

Prices are generally observable. However, what matters for production 
decisions are Hot actual prices but expected prices, which are not ob
served. Thus, the a,,alysis should be extended to explain expectation 
formation. When dealing with an industry, prices are likely 1o be endog
enoUS. Thcrefo re, to btain a coniplee model, :he production sector 
should be analyzed togethcr willh product demand and facter supply.''
Thus, when derand is expected to be weak due 'o ,:yclical variations, 
one would cxlpect a lower (litpitt. I{resou rces are not adjustable instan
taneously. ;uch a downward cycle' will cause a decline in measured 
productivity in conventionial studies; in tle presented framework, tile 
state variables will explain suich deviations fromi the frontier. 

AGENDA FOR t.IURE RESEARCiH 

This analysis has sought to endogenize productivity and formulate it in a 
way ti at has emnpirical relevance. The previous section reviewed some 
directio ,,Nyken in recent iescarch. This research, however, constitutes 
only a first step. It is. ihcrefore, useful to smmarize the main directions 
that should be followcd in future research. 

a. hitegration of ie analysis of product demand and factor supply
into the analysis of productivity. As indicated above, this approach 
integrates cyclial vaia li.ml; in produclivily analysis. It also generates 
the necessary link with which to analyze sectoral growth within the 
framework of economic growtt i. I1the sector isimportant, then tile study 
of its factor or product market cannot be isoiated. Tlhus, when agricul
ture constituies all important sector of the economy, tile off-farm migra
tion of labor or lh scctoral allocation of invest ment is interdependent 
with developments in the iest of tlie economy. 

b. Integration of technological Uncertainty and price uncertainty into 
the analysis of productivity. The iain thrust of our analysis has been on 
the grewth aspects of changes in technology; we have ignored the 
question of uncertainty associated with the supply and demand of new 
techniques. Thius, even when a technique is available, its implementa-

I See JotllSon i 9S0). 
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tion is not irnrnedia:e because of uncertainly considerations (Griliches, 
1957). Any empirical analysis should be concerned with this aspect. A 
related issue is that of the greater variability asseciated with new tech
niques relative to existing techniques (Balker, Gabler, and Winkelhan, 
1981; Hazell, 1984; and Mehra, 1981). 

c. Adoption of a muhip.rid framework. The investments associated 
with the generation of new techzdquc-, as 1vellas with their implementa
tions should be evaluated within a multiperiod model. The rate of inter
est will play an important role, suggesting the possibility of extending the 
analysis by endogenizing the rate of interesi. 
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